HeliPlan: Economic Planing Efficiency

GRAND RAPIDS, MI — Leitz HeliPlan planerheads provide a very economical planing solution for moulders, planers and planer-sanders. The true helical design yields premium cut quality, while operating at lower horsepower and minimal noise levels. Leitz HeliPlan utilizes inexpensive 15mm x 15mm radius faced turnblades, which are secured to the head in a way that minimizes or eliminates residual lines in the workpiece. The turnblades are quickly and easily rotated through four sharp edges before being exchanged with new inserts. This knife design also allows operators the convenience of changing only those knives which become damaged or dull. The light-weight aluminum heads are easy on operators and machine spindles.

About Leitz Tooling
Leitz Tooling Systems LP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Leitz GmbH & Co. KG, which has been headquartered in Oberkochen, Germany for over 135 years, and employs 3200 worldwide. Leitz Tooling Systems LP is headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI, with a manufacturing facility there, and 10 service centers across the United States and Canada.